Brain activity is similar during precision and power gripping with light force: an fMRI study.
Handgrips can be broadly classified into precision and power grips. To compare central neuronal control of these tasks, functional magnetic resonance imaging was used in 14 healthy right-handed volunteers, who repetitively squeezed non-flexible force transducers with a precision grip and a power grip of the dominant hand. The relative grip force levels and movement rates (0.45 Hertz) of both tasks were comparable. Peak isometric grip forces ranged between 1% and 10% of the maximum voluntary force. Reflecting the additional recruitment of extrinsic hand muscles and the higher absolute force, activation of the contralateral primary sensorimotor cortex (M1/S1) and ipsilateral cerebellum was significantly stronger during power than during precision grip. No brain areas exhibited stronger activity during the precision grip than during the power grip. The left M1/S1 and right cerebellum showed a positive linear relationship with the grip force, while the right angular gyrus and left superior frontal gyrus showed a gradual increase in activity when less force was applied. However, these force-dependent modulations of brain activity were similar for the precision and power grip tasks. No brain region was specifically activated during one task but not during the other. Activity during precision gripping did not exceed the activity associated with power gripping possibly because the precision grip task was not challenging enough to call on dexterous fine motor control.